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The intermetallic compound CeRu4Sn6 has been tentatively classified as
Kondo insulator. This class of material, especially non-cubic representatives,
is not yet fully understood. Here we report thermopower measurements on
single-crystalline CeRu4Sn6 between 2 K and 650 K, along the main crystal-
lographic directions. Large positive thermopower is observed in the directions
along which the hybridization is strong and a Kondo insulating gap forms. A
negative contribution to the thermopower dominates for the crystallographic c
axis where hybridization is weak and metallicity prevails.
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INTRODUCTION

Thermoelectric materials can convert (waste)
heat directly into electricity or, alternatively, can be
used to pump heat. They are, thus, promising can-
didates for electricity generation and thermoelectric
cooling without environment pollution. However,
the search for efficient thermoelectric materials is a
challenge because large thermopower and electrical
conductivity have to be combined with low ther-
mal conductivity. These are generally conflicting
requirements. In Kondo insulators, the position of
the Fermi level inside the narrow hybridization gap
leads to a strong enhancement of the thermopower.
In addition, formation of cerium containing cages in
the crystal structure of CeRu4Sn6 might reduce the
thermal conductivity.

In Kondo insulators an energy gap in the elec-
tronic density of states (DOS) opens at the Fermi
level as a consequence of strong electronic correla-
tions. The gap arises from a half-filled conduction
band hybridized with the almost localized f levels
(c–f hybridization). The gap width of Kondo insu-
lators is typically of the order of 1–10 meV.1 A
particularly interesting situation arises when the
c–f hybridization is strongly anisotropic or develops
nodes along specific directions in k space.2,3

The cage compound CeRu4Sn6 crystallizes in a
tetragonal crystal structure with the space group
I�42m4 and lattice parameters a ¼ 6:8810 Å and
c ¼ 9:7520 Å.5 Interestingly, the diagonal of the
tetragonal plane, c0 ¼

ffiffiffi

2
p

a ¼ 9:7312 Å, differs from c
by only 0.2%, forming a ‘‘quasi-cubic’’ unit cell.

Electrical resistivity measurements on CeRu4Sn6

revealed pronounced anisotropy between the crys-
tallographic c axis and the directions within the
tetragonal plane (a and c0 directions).6 These data
cannot be explained solely on the basis of a gapped
electronic band structure as found in conventional
semiconductors, and Kondo scattering processes
affected by the crystal electric field (CEF) must be
taken into account.

More recently, optical conductivity measurements
together with the local density approximation
(LDA) plus dynamic mean-field theory (DMFT)
calculations have explained the anisotropic behav-
iour of this compound.7 Whereas along the c direc-
tion metal-like features can be seen at low
temperatures, within the tetragonal plane semi-
conductor-like behaviour is observed. This is visible
in the LDA + DMFT band structure as the devel-
opment of a gap at the Fermi energy at low tem-
peratures for the in-plane directions.

Here we report investigation of the electronic
properties of single-crystalline CeRu4Sn6 by use of
thermopower measurements. Our purpose was to
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gain better understanding of the anisotropic gap in
the electronic DOS and the involvement of the CEF.

EXPERIMENTAL

The polycrystalline starting material for the
crystal growth was synthesized by first melting Ce
and Ru, then melting the resulting Ce/Ru alloy with
Sn, in a horizontal water-cooled copper boat, by use
of high-frequency heating. The purity of the starting
materials was 99.99% for Ce and Ru, and 99.9999%
for Sn. Single crystal growth was achieved by use of
the floating zone melting technique, by using optical
heating in a four-mirror furnace. All steps were
performed under Ar 99.9999% as protective atmo-
sphere after several purgings with Ar. Because
CeRu4Sn6 melts incongruently we used a self-
flux technique.8 X-ray diffraction and scanning
electron microscopy/energy dispersive x-ray spec-
troscopy investigations revealed that the crystals
are single-phase and have the correct stoichiometric
composition.

The low-temperature (2–300 K) thermopower was
measured by means of a toggled heating method. By
use of two different heaters, a heat gradient was
applied along one direction of the sample and sub-
sequently in the opposite direction to eliminate
spurious background voltage signals. High-temper-
ature (300–650 K) thermopower measurements
were performed on a commercial system.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

The temperature variation of the thermopower
(SðTÞ) of CeRu4Sn6 is shown in Fig. 1 for the dif-
ferent crystallographic directions. SðTÞ is strongly
anisotropic. The in-plane directions are maximum
and minimum at the temperatures Tmax � 110 K
and Tmin � 15 K, respectively. Along the c direction
only a minimum is clearly seen at Tc

min � 25 K,
somewhat higher than Tmin for the in-plane direc-
tions. Thermopower data on polycrystalline
CeRu4Sn6 were published by Brüning et al.9 They
are included in Fig. 1 for comparison.

We have estimated Tmax and Tmin as the temper-
atures at which the first derivative of the thermo-
power (dS=dT) intersects zero (Fig. 2).

It is interesting to note that, even though there is
no maximum in SðTÞ along the c direction, dS=dT in
Fig. 2 shows a clear upturn below the same Tmax.
This can be related to the relevant effect of CEF
splitting on the Kondo scattering process, as we
explain below.

The positive thermopower values for the c direc-
tion are much smaller than those along a and c0. The
negative thermopower values, on the other hand,
are larger in absolute value for the c direction than
for a and c0. Within the interpretation proposed in
Ref. 7 we conclude that a large, positive, peaked
thermopower is because of the strong hybridization
and the resulting Kondo insulator gap formation
within the tetragonal plane, and that the negative

contribution to the thermopower dominating along c
is the signature of weak hybridization and a pre-
vailing weakly metallic state.

In fact, the maximum of SðTÞ observed at Tmax in
Fig. 1 is a characteristic feature observed in the
thermopower of many Ce-based Kondo lattice sys-
tems, as shown in Fig. 3.

In general, SðTÞ for Kondo lattice systems arises
from two mechanisms that involve two different
energy scales. One mechanism is the Kondo scat-
tering on the CEF ground state level of the system.
It gives rise to a maximum at a low temperature
approximately equal to the single-ion Kondo tem-
perature TK . Another mechanism is incoherent
Kondo scattering from excited CEF levels10 which
appears in SðTÞ as a broad high-temperature
anomaly at Tmax �

�

1
3� 1

6

�

DCEF=kB, where DCEF is
the overall CEF splitting. Using this model and Tmax

observed in Fig. 1 for the in-plane directions,

Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of the thermopower S of
CeRu4Sn6 along three different crystallographic directions. For
comparison, data for polycrystalline CeRu4Sn6

9 are shown.

Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the first derivative of the ther-
mopower @S

@T of CeRu4Sn6 along three different crystallographic
directions.
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DCEF=kB of CeRu4Sn6 might be located between
330 K and 660 K. Because our SðTÞ data show only
one maximum we assume it originates from the
combined Kondo scattering at the ground state
doublet and at the excited doublets of the Ce3þ ion.

Figure 3 shows the temperature variation of
the thermopower for some polycrystalline Kondo
lattice systems with different crystal structures:
orthorhombic (CeAu6;

11 CeNiSn,12,13 CeRhSb13 and
CeRhAs13) and tetragonal (CePd2Si2

14). The pre-
sence of two maxima at high temperatures is only
observed for systems with orthorhombic crystal
structure. These two maxima arise from the fact that
TK and DCEF=kB are well separated. In CeRu4Sn6;
which is tetragonal, similar to CePd2Si2,14 the Kondo
temperature TK � 290 K was reported.7 Therefore,
the observation of only one maximum at Tmax could
indicate that TK and DCEF=kB are close to each other,
leading to an estimated DCEF=kB close to 330 K for
CeRu4Sn6:

Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of
the thermoelectric power factor S2ðTÞ=qðTÞ; where
qðTÞ is the electrical resistivity previously in Ref. 6.

At the highest temperatures of approximately
600 K, S2ðTÞ=qðTÞ reaches values of 15 l W/cm K2

and 9 l W/cm K2 for the a and c direction, respec-
tively. In the intermediate temperature region
120 K < T < 300 K the in-plane direction aðc0Þ has a
plateau of approximately 6:5ð8Þ l W/cm K2: These
values are comparable with, e.g., those for the type-I
clathrates (Ce,Ba)8AuxSi46�x and (La,Ba)8AuxSi46�x

which have power factors of approximately
6 l W/cm K2 and 11 l W/cm K2;15 respectively. Of
course the record values of S2ðTÞ=qðTÞ �
8000 l W/cm K2 reported for the correlated semi-
conductor FeSb2

16 are well beyond our values. At
temperatures below 75 K, clear enhancement of the
power factor to 1 l W/cm K2 is seen for the c axis at
approximately Tc

min � 25 K; the temperature of the
pronounced minimum in SðTÞ.

CONCLUSION

We have presented thermopower data for single
crystalline CeRu4Sn6 in a wide temperature range
(2–650 K), for the three crystallographic directions
a; c0; and c:The anisotropy between the in-plane (a; c0)
and out-of-plane (c) directions previously reported6,7

is also seen in the thermopower. The thermopower
has a single maximum at high temperatures for the a
and c0 directions indicating that the overall CEF
splitting and the Kondo temperature are of similar
magnitude. The negative thermopower with no
maximum for the c direction is attributed to the
quasi-metallicity along this direction.
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